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Youth ambassadors are motivated young people who have

purpose baked into their sense of identity, they advocate and

represent people or causes they believe in. We believe

ambassadors have stories to tell. In fact, everyone is a

storyteller. We are all part of the great story of humanity. We

contribute to humanity’s great narrative through connecting

with people and telling our stories. A historic event such as 16

June 1976, teaches us that we live in a world where so much is

happening, sometimes things that happen are good and

sometimes they are bad. We need to know that we always have

a choice. Instead of allowing the negative feelings and

frustration of what has happened, to overpower our thoughts

and silence our voice, focus on what we can do about it and

speak out about it. Action creates empowerment and brings

endless possibilities. We go from being a passive recipient to a

conscious creator. Life is a journey of learning and growth,

everything life brings our way good or bad, happens for a

reason and there is always a valuable lesson to learn from it.

YOUTH AMBASSADORS 

OF TOMORROW
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What is happening

at Living Legends?

Connectedness

Power of Story



The Youth Day story competition includes

Grade 7 learners, to write a story on Youth day

themes after having a conversation with

members of their community. The focus with

the Grade 7 learners is on the importance of

being connected with others and pursuing

positive relationships, as the backbone for

community vitality. We want children to

realise that good communication and

interpersonal skills (the ability to

communicate effectively with others) are

especially important to build positive

relationships. We want children to know that

being connected to what is around them, can

be enhanced through good communication

skills to build positive relationships with

others.

The Grade 3 learners will engage in a Youth

Day poster competition. The focus with the

Grade 3 learners is to empower them,

encourage bravery and courageousness as well

as to encourage them to use their voice.

The connectedness
theme focuses on the
importance of being

connected with others
and pursuing positive

relationships as the
backbone for

community vitality.
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At Living Legends youth are important to us

and every year we celebrate Youth day with an

activity. This year we link Youth day to our

Connectedness life skills theme, providing an

opportunity for learners to become aware of

the world around them and the impact it has

on their lives, as well as the impact having

conversations with others, has on their lives. 

The theme of connectedness links with this

year's Youth day activity, a Youth day story

competition, which involves both our Grade 3

and Grade 7 learners. This content will be

shared on our social media platforms between

the 16th and 30th of June. 

What is happening
at Living Legends?

Introducing our theme
Connectedness



"The most powerful person in
the world is the story teller. The
storyteller sets the vision,
values and agenda of an entire
generation that is to come."
STEVE JOBS

We may not always be aware of it, but stories are all around us

and interwoven into every aspect of our lives. We tend to restrict

stories to books, theatres and movies. But if we open our eyes, we

will notice that stories are actually part of every aspect of life. We

only need to take a trip back in history to witness the power of

story-telling as it forms both an integral part of humankind’s

DNA. Stories have always been an integral part of human history

which is evident from the cave paintings, stories shared at

cavemen campfires, Egyptian hieroglyphics, to stories told in the

Bible. Stories have been the tool of choice to share humankind’s

greatest discoveries, memories and excitement.

It is important for you to know that you have a voice and that

what you have to say does matter! When you see things

happening around you that you believe are not right, speak up

about it, believe in yourself enough to know that what you have

to say is important and let your voice be heard. You matter! Your

thoughts matter! Your voice matters! The world needs to hear

what you have to say! Your voice will NOT be silenced! You are a

Living Legend.

WHAT IS
YOUR

STORY? 
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POWER OF STORY


